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Introduction
It was pleasing to see a good standard of responses from candidates in the fourth session
of the 6HI03 A examination. Many candidates wrote insightful comments which placed them
in the higher grade categories. The paper was divided into two sections: Section (A) was an
In-Depth Study question, and Section (B) an Associated Historical Controversy question.
Examiners want to see candidates who can use the sources and their own material
effectively to answer the questions set. Some candidates wrote too much generalised
comment. As a consequence, their responses lacked precise analytical focus and detailed
supporting evidence.
Although a few responses were quite brief, there was little evidence on this paper of
candidates having insufficient time to answer both questions. The ability range of those
entering was diverse but the design of the paper allowed all abilities to be catered for. There
were also very few rubric errors. By a small majority, more entrants sat
A1 – Protest, Crisis and Rebellion in England, 1536-88
than
A2 – Revolution, Republic and Restoration: England, 1629-67
One pleasing trend is that very few candidates produced essays which were devoid of
analysis. The main weakness in responses which scored less well tended to be a lack of
sufficient knowledge, rather than lengthy descriptive writing without analysis. The paper
provided candidates with the opportunity to develop their essay writing and to include
source material as and when necessary.
There appears to be an increasing tendency for candidates to analyse and produce
judgements in the main body of the answer and have cursory conclusions. Candidates can
indeed sustain arguments by these means and this approach does not, in itself, prevent
access to the highest levels. However, in some cases, judgements on individual issues and
factors tended to be somewhat isolated, and ultimate conclusions were either only partially
stated or implicit. Consequently, candidates should be aware that considered introductions
and conclusions often provide a solid framework for sustained argument and evaluation.
The answers of a minority of less successful candidates in Section A suggested that they
lacked the detailed knowledge base required to tackle these questions and produced a
catch-all commentary on the stipulated topic, with obvious repercussions. The best answers
to Section A questions showed some impressive study of 16th and 17th century British history,
with students producing incisive, scholarly analysis.
When attempting the Section (B) questions, a small number of candidates engaged more
with the general debate of the set controversy, rather than the specific demands of the
question and source package. This was most evident on Question 7, although it was still
a small minority. The candidates' performance on individual questions is considered in the
next section.
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Question 1
Of the two questions available in Section A for candidates sitting A1, this was the less
popular choice. At the higher end, there were some very effective answers where candidates
displayed clear knowledge of both religious changes and the response of parliament, using
this to develop a focused analysis. Many candidates recognised the increasing confidence of
parliament but also their general willingness to respect the will of the monarch. Where there
was clear resistance, such as with regards to Mary and monastic land, the point was well
explained by many candidates. In the Elizabethan period, many candidates distinguished
effectively between Lords and Commons. However, there were also examples of less
successful responses. In some cases, this was a result of offering limited precise knowledge
of legislation or the actions of parliament. In other cases, candidates attempted to broaden
the question to include other opposition such as the Western Rising. Additionally, some
candidates offered responses which were reasoned and focused as far as they went, but
which only covered a narrow proportion of the period, usually omitting the early religious
changes of Elizabeth's reign. Those students who did realise Elizabeth's reign should be
included often wrote the best parts of their answers on the opposition Elizabeth faced, such
as that from the Marian Bishops.
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Examiner Comments

This extract highlights many of the features of a very strong
response. It offers a clear focus, with developed analysis, strong
support and considerable evaluation throughout the essay,
building to overall judgement considering the extent to which
there was opposition during the period. The response was
marked at level 5.
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Examiner Tip

When making individual points, look for
links to other points. This helps keep
answers focused, and at the higher levels
like this, highlights opportunities to
explore the nature of these connections
and give an ongoing relative evaluation of
the points you raise.

Question 2
This was the more popular of the two questions within this sub-option, and most candidates
seemed well prepared to deal with a question on Elizabeth's relations with Spain in the
years 1559-1585. This question was generally answered well, with a fair spread either
arguing for or against the contention, and some strong answers able to adopt a more
balanced approach. Within this a relatively popular line of argument suggested that
Elizabeth was generally not confrontational in the early period but was much more so in the
later. Student knowledge of the importance of the Netherlands was generally well detailed
and extensive, especially at the higher levels in illustrating the arguments on both sides
and the changes of policy that took place over the period. The issue of religion was usually
well dealt with, as were the issues of the raids on Spanish ships, developments in France,
Mary Queen of Scots and the issue of trade sanctions. However, some candidates did stray
from focus at times, particularly where Mary Queen of Scots and religion were concerned.
A pleasing consideration of the varied sources of foreign policy decision making, such as
Cecil and Walsingham, was apparent in many answers. However, some weaker answers
tended to be more focused on why relations between England and Spain worsened. There
was to some extent a lack of consideration of the wider strategic questions which made war
unlikely such as England’s relative financial and military weakness, the importance of trade
with the Netherlands or even Spain’s general difficulties fighting wars on many fronts. Many
candidates though were able to access the higher levels by clearly focusing arguments on
what appeared to be a clear issue for debate.
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Examiner Comments

The response shows good knowledge and has an
overall focus. There is a clear analytical structure,
although sometimes the detailing of events gets the
better of a really focused exploration of issues. It does,
however, consider the stated issue in some depth. The
response achieved a good level 4.

Examiner Tip

To gain high marks on the Depth
Study question, you must have
sound subject knowledge. Check the
specification for the key topics.
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Question 3
This was the more popular of the two questions within this sub-option, and most
candidates seemed well prepared to deal with a question on the factors deciding the
outcome of the First Civil War. The stated factor of Parliament's control of London was
generally well dealt with, with many strong responses exploring the varied advantages this
control gave Parliament, or the extent to which these advantages increased as the war
progressed. Higher level responses related the control of London to other issues such as
providing the financial support to enable the development of the New Model Army. A small
minority struggled to evidence the stated factor in the question and dealt with it quickly,
though quite a number were able to consider not only London’s financial importance but
the advantages it gave parliament both militarily and strategically. Several had a real
appreciation of Charles’ blunder in abandoning the city in January 1642 and his failure
to take it after Edgehill. As such, for many of the strongest answers, the importance of
London was a thread which ran through the whole essay. The changing fortunes of the two
sides were also largely considered in a successful manner. Other popular issues to consider
were alliances with Scotland and Ireland or the respective leadership of the two sides.
Whilst a significant number accessed the higher levels by thoroughly dealing with a range
of issues, the strongest responses commonly explored the relationship between factors,
weighing their relative significance throughout. In this sense, the impression was that whilst
many candidates were well-prepared for and indeed happy to attempt a question on the
general issue of why the King was defeated, it was those who were best able to apply their
understanding of the reasons for victory to the demands of the specific question who did
best.
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Examiner Comments

This response was clearly analytical, exploring a range of interconnected factors whilst
sustaining a strong evaluative focus. A thread of argument runs through the whole essay; key
issues were explored, evaluation weighed the relative importance of factors and analysed the
relationship between them, towards the ultimate judgement about the relative importance of
the different reasons why. The response has a focus on the question and overall offers some
analysis. Thus it achieved a good level 5.

Examiner Tip

Returning to the focus of the question to make relative judgements – wherever
possible – is a useful skill on this type of question. A greater depth of evaluation
and / or ongoing weighing up of issues would be likely to make this a more
secure level 5.
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Question 4
This was a less popular option for candidates dealing with option A2. Nevertheless most
candidates identified key issues such as the seizure of the King and Prides Purge and there
was a real attempt to provide balance, although candidates tended to find it harder to
develop points regarding reluctance. Whilst there was a range of responses, these tended to
divide between the lower middle levels, where candidates either lacked sufficient knowledge
or struggled to focus, and strong responses in the higher levels, where there was nuanced
argument covering a range of issues. In these, there was often in-depth analysis of the
Army’s role, referencing Heads of the Proposals, Pride’s Purge, the dismissal of the Rump,
the Barebones Parliament and the Instrument of Government.
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Examiner Comments

This is an extract from a level 4 response. This candidate
has produced a Level 4 answer by offering detailed
knowledge within an analytical structure. However, whilst
overall the willingness or reluctance of the Army to take
control was examined, at times it did begin to stray, and
there was a lack of depth. Thus the response scored lower
in level 4.
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Examiner Tip

When planning points, think
carefully to ensure these are
arguments that directly answer
the question. If not, you may
wish to consider amending or
leaving this out to concentrate
on more focused points.

Question 5
A majority of candidates entered for option A1 attempted this question. Subject knowledge
was generally strong and a many candidates offered detailed information about the
Northern Rebellion, and were able to integrate this to some degree with the debate in the
sources. Stronger responses were often structured around clear criteria to evaluate the
degree of threat. There were also valid and reasoned comparisons to other rebellions,
although in some cases candidates drifted away from the question in doing this. Most were
able to comprehend the sources accurately and combine them to make an effective case,
commonly using Source 7 and parts of Source 8 to argue that the rebellion was a threat,
or at least a potential threat. Sources 8 and 9 tended to be used as evidence that it had
considerable weaknesses and ultimately failed. Stronger answers tended to bring in a
greater range and depth of own knowledge and were more confident in integrating this into
argument to evaluate the given views. Less successful responses tended to drift from focus,
treat sources sequentially with limited analysis, or add little to the information within the
sources. One area which did cause issue for some candidates was confusion between gentry
and nobility.
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Examiner Comments

The response this extract came from offers mainly good
analysis, clearly identifying the arguments within the sources
and relating these to each other and the view in the question.
Issues of debate are extended using own knowledge.
Such responses are typical of level 4 for both assessment
objectives.

Examiner Tip

To achieve these levels, make sure that your answer is firmly
focused on the debate in the question and that your use of
the sources cross-references them in considering this debate.
Using own knowledge and other sources more selectively to
assess the given views would raise the mark even higher.
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Question 6
This question was attempted by a smaller number of candidates from this option.
Candidates produced a wide range of responses, from those able to confidently sustain
argument based on a range of balanced and reasoned evidence, to the less successful. The
latter tended to fall short due to either of a lack of knowledge of the subject or because
of a lack of clear focus on the question, at times seeming to struggle with how the word
'effective' should be used in this context. The stronger responses tended to have the
confidence and knowledge to explore the key issues arising from the sources, such as
exploring the issue of the role of the Privy Council raised in Source 4, or exploring the
case of Wentworth from Source 5, or examining further the session of 1566-7 (Source 6)
in the light of their own knowledge and understanding of the disagreements concerning
privilege and prerogative over the issue of succession. Where candidates misunderstood
the significance of the Privy Council or lacked the knowledge to extend the debate in
the sources, they were less successful. A small number of responses did drift into the
historiography of related issues – usually relating to Neale and the “Puritan Choir” - without
successfully relating this to the question. Candidates should be reminded that whilst
historiographical knowledge can be valid and indeed rewarded, it isn't a requirement. More
importantly, if used, it should be convincingly linked to the debate.
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Examiner Comments

This high Level 5 response possesses several obvious strengths.
The candidate (1) uses all three sources extensively and
integrates detailed own knowledge effectively (2) develops a
sustained analysis which targets the question throughout (3)
adopts a structured approach to examine and evaluate several of
the claims made in the sources.

Examiner Tip

Be careful over trying to fit the views of any historian or 'school'
you have studied to the specific sources or question in front of
you. Study the sources carefully and critically, and work out
exactly how these relate to the arguments you are considering.
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Question 7
This was the more popular question of the two on this section for option A2 and the majority
of the candidates seemed to have a good understanding of the views in the sources.
Additionally, candidates in the main seem well-versed in the reasons for side-taking, and
were thus able to demonstrate both understanding of the issues raised from the sources and
add to the debate with their own choice examples. Indeed, the question produced a good
proportion of strong responses. At the higher end, the factors that tended to discriminate
were an ability to genuinely assimilate knowledge with the evidence in the sources in order
to critically evaluate the given views, and an ability to deal thoroughly with the given issue
of local quarrels and rivalries. Where some otherwise good responses fell down was in a
tendency to move quickly from the views in the sources on to their own examples, without
fully exploring issues, or a relatively brief dismissal of the given issue before examining
their preferred factor – often religion – in greater depth. A minority of responses still seem
determined to focus on Whigs, Marxists, Revisionist and Post-Revisionists and other schools,
either through pigeon-holing the given extracts or offering their own review of the general
historiography. Whilst this can add to the debate, in many cases it led to candidates drifting
from the specific focus of the question, and as such, was otherwise good knowledge wasted.
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Examiner Comments

This Level 5 response puts forward the nuanced view
that whilst local quarrels were not the most significant
issue, the relationship between such quarrels and other
factors was in many respects intertwined. The candidate's
effective introduction begins to outline the argument which
is then pursued, with clear evaluation of the sources and
knowledge that at times was excellent in its selection and
application.

Examiner Tip

Plan your answer around all the key issues
raised by the sources and pick out useful
quotations or examples from each extract. That
way, you won’t overlook, or oversimplify, any of
the sources when writing your response.
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Question 8
This question was attempted by a smaller number of candidates who were entered for
option A2. A broad range of responses was found. At the lower end, some responses were
limited by a failure to concentrate on the time frame of 1654-58. Others weak responses
lacked knowledge of royalism in the period and thus were limited in their capacity to
effectively examine Sources 11 and 12. A tendency to drift into narrative also hindered
some responses which otherwise demonstrated sound own knowledge. At the higher levels,
many candidates did confront the key theme effectively and were able to produce a range
of evidence to examine the contention. Many candidates used Source 10 thoroughly to
provide an agenda, and at the higher levels were able to consider the degree of threat to
the regime from former supporters. There was some impressive own knowledge and some
interesting arguments advanced, including some who argued that the root of the problem
often lay with Cromwell himself. The strongest responses often had a very clear sense of
context, although in general the Instrument, the Major Generals and Humble Petition were
given greater treatment than the two Protectorate parliaments. A minority of very astute
responses evaluated the degree of threat and within this, tried to examine why despite such
lack of support, there was not more open opposition.
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Examiner Comments

The extract works the sources well, relating them to the debate and
using knowledge to evaluate the issues raised. It sustains analysis, and
whilst it could do a little more at times to develop the debate between
the sources, it does overall demonstrate the skills for level 5 for both
assessment objectives.

Examiner Tip

Supporting knowledge is clearly important, but this
shouldn't just be 'shown off' - it needs to be firmly
linked to an analysis of the issues in the question and
given sources.
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Paper Summary
The following recommendations are divided into two parts:

In Depth Study question
•

Candidates must provide more factual details. Candidates need to ensure their subject
knowledge conforms to the specification. Weaker responses usually lacked range and/or
depth of analysis.

•

Stay within the specific boundaries of the question – for example, some candidates
explored issues outside of the relevant time periods.

•

More candidates would benefit from planning their answers more effectively.

•

In order to address the question more effectively, candidates need to offer an analysis
not provide a descriptive or chronological account. Many candidates produced answers,
which were focused and developed appropriately. Some candidates need to analyse key
phrases and concepts more carefully.

•

Some candidates could have explored links and the interaction between issues more
effectively.

Associated Historical Controversy question
•

It is suggested that the students who perform best on Section B tended to be those
who read the sources carefully, accurately and critically; recognised themes and issues
arising from the sources, then used these to address the question. Some candidates
potentially limited themselves by closing off potential areas of enquiry by seeking to
make the evidence of the sources fit the contention in the question, without full thought
to the issues within the sources, or by using the sources to illustrate arguments without
relating evidence to other sources or own knowledge.

•

Candidates need to treat the sources as a package to facilitate cross-referencing and
advance a convincing line of argument. Many weaker candidates resorted to 'potted'
summaries of each source which failed to develop a support/challenge approach.

•

Candidates need to integrate the source material and their own knowledge more
effectively to substantiate a particular view. Weaker responses were frequently too
reliant on the sources provided and little or no own knowledge was included.

•

Candidates should avoid memorised 'perspectives' essays and base their responses on
the issues raised by the sources instead. The Associated Historical Controversy question
is an exercise in interpretation not historiography.

•

That said, there were very few really weak responses. The impression was that the
substance of the source at least enabled candidates offer some development and
supporting evidence. In such cases though, candidates often struggled to extend issues
with own knowledge, or really analyse the given views.

•

There was also a correlation between those candidates who reviewed all sources in their
opening paragraph and high performance. Whilst a telling introduction is not essential,
the process of carefully studying the sources to ascertain how they relate to the
statement in the question, prior to writing the main analysis, allows candidates to clarify
and structur their arguments.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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